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Abstract- -A mathematical



model incorporating mechanical and physiological parameters of an idealized bone -muscle system has been devised. When the mode1 is numerically integrated by digital computer. the movement of a limb under the action of a muscle is simulated. The concept of the method and its application to the often suggested dichotomy between adaptation of muscle attachments for either speed or strength is presented. It is found that for most comparisons the model predicts an optimum set of attachment sites for maximizing any one given dynamic movement parameter. The optimum moment arm for high velocity of movement is relatively small, that for greatest power somewhat larger, and that for producing a specified motion in the least time larger still. These and other predictions of the model are compared to the actual disposition of muscles in living organisms.



to predict the functional consequences of a change in muscle structure or attachment is a goal both of evolutionary morphology and clinical biomechanics. As all living tissue. muscle is characterized by a number of physiological attributes. In addition, it is embedded in a milieu of levers, angles. and masses that are bound by the laws of Newtonian mechanics. The majorityofauthors have sought to analyze the function of muscles in the body by studying this milieu. Only a few and notably Hill (1950, 1956), Elftman (1966) and Hall-Craggs (1965, 1966), have attempted to integrate physiology and mechanics into a unified framework. Such unification is essential if we are to understand or predict the functional consequences of differences in muscle structure or attachment. Though a knowledge of muscle physiology is certainly required for the proper analysis of limb statics. problems in this area are relatively simple and have been dealt with by Elftman (1966) and Brunnstrom (1966),among others. The analysis of dynamic systems is substantially more difficult. The present work is an attempt to explore such systems employing a mathematical model investigated by computer simulation. Though the model can be made arbitrarily complex (and. in fact, studies using a more complex, and hopefully more realistic model are in progress), this paper presents the concept of the method and its application to the problem of speed of movement versus strength in relation to the sites of muscular attachment. The ability
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It is often stated that a given bone-muscle lever system can be designed for the production of either rapid or powerful movements. In this century, authors that have accepted this, or closely related dicta, include Gregory (1912), Elftman (1929). Waterman (1929), Reynolds (1931), Camp and Bore11 (1937). Inman and Ralston (1954). Snyder (1954), Smith and Savage (1955), Bock (1960), Hildebrand (1962). Le Gros Clark (1962), Davis ( 1964), Iordansky (1964).Crompton and Hiiemae (1969), Sigmon (1971) and Zihlman and Hunter (1972). Presumably. such interpretations are based on the fact (determined as early as 1890 by Braune and Fischer in their excellent analysis of the geometry of an idealized system) that for a parallelfibered one-joint muscle V = hiki in which V is the instantaneous velocity of contraction of the muscle. hi is the instantaneous moment arm. and ki is the instantaneous angular velocity of the moving segment. Thus, at any moment in time, if two muscles have the same velocity of contraction, the one with the smaller moment arm will be associated with the greater angular velocity of movement. Though this relationship is mathematically valid, its application to any real system is doubtful, for. so to speak, it places the cart before the horse. In actuality. the angular velocity of movement is determined not by the speed of contraction but (consequent to the laws of physics) by the preceding acceleration. In turn, the velocity of movement establishes what the velocity of contraction must be, since, neglecting series elastic components, a muscle cannot shorten more quickly than its ends are approaching one another, and if it contracts less quickly it cannot produce movement.
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Realization that angular velocity is the result of angular acceleration, and therefore torque, might lead one to conclude that muscles with great moment arms are adapted for both speed and strength. Actually, such a simple statement also could not be valid, for although the torque that a muscle generates is directly proportional to its moment arm if the force is constant, it is in fact the case that the force depends in a nonlinear manner (see below) on velocity of contraction, and thus on angular velocity and moment arm. The net effect of this phenomenon on the connection between muscle attachment site and speed of movement is not simple to assess. It may be that over the entire movement, muscles which insert far from a joint are compensated for the high velocities at which they must contract by their greater mechanical advantage. On the other hand. the higher rates of contraction needed to match the speed at which their attachments are approaching one another, together with the fact that they must shorten by a greater proportion of their * Jewel1 and Wilkie (1958) and Parmeley. Yeatman and Sonnenblick (1970) found that the instantaneous relationship, though hyperbolic and able to be fitted by the general form of Hill’s equation. was not identical in the value of the consttints to the relationship determined from after-loaded isotonic contractions. The discrepancy may be due to a difference between the method used to study after-loaded isotonic contractions and that used to determine the instantaneous properties. The latter method requires an estimate of the compliance of the series elastic component and an isometric myogram. Hill (1970) has provided evidence that the series elastic compliance as normally derived from quick or controlled release experiments is lower than that which obtains during an isometric contraction starting from zero tension, This could explain the discrepancy. Regardless, the technique of analysis employed here specifies only that a hyperbolic relation of the general form posited by Hill exists instantaneously. t Gordon, Huxley and Julian (1966) observed that at lengths below Lo, the velocity of contraction declined with length more than indicated by Abbott’s and Wilkie’s lengthmodified version of Hill’s equation. Bornhorst and Minardi (1970) showed that this observation could be accounted for by allowing Hill’s constant a to vary (generally increasing) as the muscle shortens below L,. Also. several studies (Rosenblueth et al., 1958; Rosenblueth and Rubio, 1959; Del&e, 1961; Geffen, 1964; Bahler. Fales and Zierler. 1968; Joyce and Rack, 1969) have suggested that the previous history of a muscle may influence its adherence to the lengthmodified version of Hill’s equation. It was noted that the magnitude of the generated force or velocity of contraction was diminished either by previous shortening or simply by beginning the contraction at a length exceeding the optimum. In the model presented below. a is assumed constant below Lo and previous history of muscle is given no weight. However, tests in which (1)a was permitted to vary as postulated by Bornhorst and Minardi, (2) Hill’s constant b was constrained to decrease by 36.8 per cent of its value for every I set of elapsed time (a condition comparable to the (Fuorrloreuwriwecl



orim.Y1 page)



length, may indeed make muscles with large moment arms unsuitable for rapid movement. It is the premise of this paper that the physiological properties of muscle tissue must play a role in determining the dynamic abilities of muscles in living organisms. With this conviction foremost. an attempt has been made to discern the most probable picture (based on current information) of muscle physiology and, as a beginning, to investigate how this might contribute to solving the problem of speed versus ‘power’ in muscular organization.



’ METHODS Background In the context of this work, the two aspects of muscle physiology most important for assessing the performance of the contractile element are (1) the effect of shortening (or lengthening) on tension development, and (2) the effect of length on tension. In 1938 Hill determined that the previously well known inverse relation between muscle force and speed of contraction near optimum length (Hill. 1922; Levin and Wyman. 1927; Fenn and Marsh, 1935) could be represented by a formula (now known as Hill’s equation) that describes a hyperbolic force-velocity curve: (P + a)(V + b) = b(P, + a) in which P is the exerted force. PO is the isometric force at optimum length (i.e. at the length where isometric force is greatest, hereafter designated by the symbol L,), Vis the velocity of contraction, and a and b are physiological ‘constants’ proportional respectively to the cross-sectional area of the muscle and its length. The validity of Hill’s equation for a wide variety of muscles has been confirmed by numerous authors (for example, Katz, 1939; Ritchie, 1954; Thomson, 1961; Hill, 1964; Close, 1964, 1965. 1969; Wells. 1965; McCrorey, Gale and Alpert. 1966; Close and Hoh. 1967; Bahler, Fales and Zierler. 1968). Furthermore, a substantial amount of evidence has been amassed indicating that a hyperbolic force-velocity relationship obeying Hill’s eouation is followed instantaneously as a muscle contracts under conditions of changing force and velocity (Hill. 1938. 1970: MacPherson. 1953: Jewel1 and Wilkie. 1958: Parmeley, Yeatman and’ Sonnenblick, 1970; Mashima et al., 1972).1 The majority of studies on the force velocity equation have been performed on muscles the lengths of which were not allowed to vary significantly during the determination (the initial lengths employed were usually near optimum, but several of the experiments also established the hyperbolic force-velocity relation for initial lengths both above and substantially below optimum). It has been found that during the course of a single contraction that involves change in length, the rate of contraction of a muscle shortening from Lo decreases as would be predicted by Hill’s equation only if the instantaneous value of (P,),--the isometric force at some length different from optimum-is substituted for the constant PO (Abbott and Wilkie, 1953: Matsumoto, 1967). For shortening in the length region greater than La, Hill’s equation is valid only if it is further modified by allowing a to decrease in the same proportion as does (P,), (Gordon, Huxley and Julian, 1966; Julian. 197l)P.
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The work discussed above deals only with artificially maximally stimulated muscles of non-human vertebrates, often in vitro. However, of very great importance is the fact that several studies (Wilkie, 1950; Ralston rt al., 1949; Pini. 1965) have confirmed the validity of Hill’s equation for human muscle excited by voluntary effort. Furthermore. Wilkie’s data also support the suggestion that a hyperbolic force-velocity relationship is followed instantaneously un-



maximum activation (Stern, 1971):



der natural conditions of changing force and speed. In addition. Bigland and Lippold (1954). confirmed by Miyashita 01al. ( 1969).provide strong evidence that a hyperbolic force-



The newly introduced variables are: = the straight line distance from one attachKi ment to the other (Ai in Fig. 1) divided by the sum of the distances from the joint to each attachment point (B + C in Fig. I ) = the value of K, (i.c. .+,,/(B + C) when the K, joint is positioned so that the length of the contractile tissue is J!,, = the value of h expressed in muscle lengths j per set = the angle between the bones %i t$ = the angular velocity of movement Y = the fraction of the distance .4, devoted to contractile tissue when the joint is positioned so that the contractile tissue is at



velocity relationship is valid for normally activated muscle even at submaximal levels of excitation. In this circumstance. the isometric force at any given length is less. and Hill’s equation must also be modified by assuming that (I is decreased in proportion to PO as the degree of excitation drops.*



Muthrrnutical model The model investigated in this paper employs the following assumptions and simplifications: (1) at any moment in time during the contraction of a muscle, its exerted force depends only on its level of activation, instantaneous length, and instantaneous velocity of contraction according to the formula
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&I. The angular acceleration muscle is given by



produced



by this idealized



2, = (P.B.C. sin xi/.4;)il in which g is the level of activation (varying from 0 to 1)and ~1decreases as (PO ), above optimum length; (2) The idealized muscle is parallel-fibered. crossing one joint and with point attachments; (3) The effort of moving the muscle prr se is disregarded; (4) The tendon and contractile element are ine1astic.t (5) When comparing muscles with different sites of attachment on the moving limb segment, the effect on moment of inertia of the segment is ignored. Given the above, the force produced by a muscle at



findings of Bahler, Pales and Zierler), and (3) a 1 per cent decrease in instantaneous (P,,), was created for every I per cent increase in initial length above L,, were performed and showed that the effects of these alterations were quantitatively very small and of no significance with regard to the general pattern of results or their interpretation. * Mashima et al. (1972). in a study that involved partial activation of frog sartorius by artificial means, and of a nature quite different than would occur normally, also found that the partially activated muscle instantaneously followsa hyperbolic force-velocity relationship which differs from that of fully excited tissue in that (I and P, are decreased proportionately. t A study incorporating series elastic components into the model has been completed and will be the subject of a following paper. Suffice it to say that the interpretation of the results presented here and the conclusions drawn therefrom are robust to the error of simplification (4).



in which I is the moment of inertia of the moving segment. This is a non-linear differential equation that



-BFig. I. Schematic drawing of a parallel-fhercd one-joint muscle with point attachments. In the text the phrase ‘maxlmum attachment distance’ refers to C. ‘minimum attachment distance’ to B and “attachment ratio” to G’B. The formula at the upper left expresses the instantaneous force of the muscle. (I’,), = isometric force of the muscle at leneth I; a = constant in Hill’s equation; .i = the constant hin Hill’s equation expressed in muscle lengths/set; R, = A,’ (B + C); K, = K, when the angle between the bones is such that the muscle is at its optimum length: w = instantaneous angular velocity of the moving segment.
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upon integration describes the movement of a limb segment under the action of an idealized muscle. ’ The equation for instantaneous acceleration due to muscle contraction has been numerically integrated in double precision on an IBM 360/65 digital computer. The initial conditions are selected by the programmer (in this instance myself). The model discussed in this paper allows one to set values for PO, a, ,j (i.e. b expressed in L,/sec), Y, I and for the angle between the bones at which the muscle is at optimum length, the angle at which movement begins, the sites of muscular
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attachment,



the form



of the active



length-tension



curve, and an algorithm describing level of activation as a function of either time elapsed or distance travelled. In all simulations presented here, a length-tension curve similar to that illustrated by Gordon. Huxley and Julian (1966) for single fibers, but allowing active force until X0. was assumed to be followed by the whole muscle. Unless otherwise stated all simulations assume a constant maximal activation. In order to determine the effect of muscle attachment site on resulting movement, we must compare muscles that differ in this regard but are equal in others. However, this last requirement leaves two reasonable options. Either the compared muscles may be assigned the same proportion of contractile tissue relative to inelastic tendon, or they may be assumed to possess the same absolute length of contractile tissue. Each of these possibilities has been investigated. The sites of attachment were varied by specifying the value of the distance from the joint to the attachment furthest removed (C in Fig. 1. and hereafter referred to as the maximum attachment distance) and the ratio (C/B in Fig. 1, and hereafter referred to as the attachment ratio) between this and the distance from the joint to the nearest attachment (B in Fig. 1, and hereafter referred to as the minimum attachment distance). Although the suggested dichotomy between speed and strength is expressed in terms of the moment arm of a muscle, this parameter depends on the angle between bones, and when comparing two muscles, the first may have the larger moment arm in one position but the smaller moment arm in another. In order to circumvent this complication, two ways of comparing muscles with different attachment sites were devised: (1) Muscles with the same maximum attachment distances but different attachment ratios were compared, in which case the muscle with the larger ratio will have a smaller moment arm at any given position throughout the entire range of movement; (2) Muscles with the same attachment ratios but different maximum attachment distances were compared, in which case the muscle with the larger attachment
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Fig. 2. Computer print-out ofa simulation. At the top of the page is given the attachment ratio, which in this case is 6. On the next line, listed from left to right are the minimum attachment distance (5.0 cm), the maximum attachment distance (30 cm), the value of a (8200 kg.cm/sec’), and h (40.1 cmjsec). On the line below this are given the values of P, (20500 kg.cm/sec’), L, (13.37 cm), Z(500 kg.cm’) and the proportion of contractile tissue (40 per cent). The results of the simulation are presented in the columns below this set of initial conditions. From left to right are given the time in seconds. angle between the bones (first in radians and then in degrees), the velocity of movement in rad/sec, the acceleration in rad/sec’, the value of (PO), and the instantaneous moment arm of the muscle in cm. At time 0. when the movement begins at angle between the bones of 130” and the muscle is allowed to exert its full isometric force. an acceleration of 140.9 rad/sec’ will be produced. The acceleration declines as the movement proceeds due primarily to the necessity for increased speed bf contraction of the muscle, but also to the fact that its isometric abilities are decreasing. Eventually at time = 0.141 set and angle = 79.3”. the attachments of the muscle are approaching one another so rapidly (9.82 rad/sec x 5.0 cm = 49.1 cmjsec) that at its instantaneous length the muscle cannot contract at this speed and still produce force which will lead to further acceleration. The computer then predicts the time required to reach the angles of 90,45 and o”, and also gives the velocities at these angles.



distance will have a greater moment arm at any given position throughout the entire range of movement. Given the initial values for all relevant parameters, and assuming that activation is maximal at the start of movement (this is a valid assumption for many important movements that are oscillatory in nature, or preceded by a preparatory opposite movement), the computer calculates the acceleration at time zero when the velocity is zero (Fig. 2). With this acceleration and the velocity remaining constant during the first millisecond, the computer calculates the distance moved and velocity attained at the end of this interval. The new information is used to determine the acceleration at the end of the first time period and therefore at the beginning of the next. Such a continual reassessment every msec is performed until the simulated moving segment is travelling so rapidly that the muscle can‘ no



Computer modelling of gross muscle dynamics Table I. Data from simulations punched on cards for further analysis Time elapsed when acceleration drops to zero Angle between bones when acceleration drops to zero Velocity of movement when acceleration drops to zero Maximum acceleration Angle between bones occurs



at



which



maximum



acceleration



Time elapsed when angle between bones = 90’ Velocity achieved when angle between bones = 90-’ Acceleration when angle between bones = 90’ Time elapsed when angle between bones = 45” Velocity achieved when angle between bones = 45’ Time elapsed when angle between bones = 0~



longer contract at the necessary speed and still exert force to produce further acceleration (it will always happen that this point is reached before the muscle has shortened so much that (P,), would equal 0.) This scheme, which would be standard for numerical integration, has been modified slightly in that for all time intervals but the first, the acceleration that is assumed to be constant over any interval is not the value at its beginning, but an average predicted from the linear change that had occurred in the previous interval. This modification enabled the use of 1 msec intervals while obtaining results that differ only trivially from standard numerical integrations using time intervals as small as 0.01 msec. A considerable saving of computer time was thus effected. During some simulations the complete record of ‘movement’ is printed out (Fig. 2). However, in most instances only certain important data are punched on cards for further analysis (Table 1). Plots of these parameters against maximum attachment distance, attachment ratio and minimum attachment distance are prepared so that one may assess the influence of moment arm on the dynamics of movement.



RESULTS Simulations assuming equal proportions tissue and inelastic tendon



of contractile



General pattern. Figure 3 presents graphs of velocity achieved when the angle between the bones is 90” and the time elapsed when the angle had reached 45” for simulated muscles with different attachment ratios and different maximum attachment distances. For these simulations a set of initial conditions were chosen which will hereafter be referred to as the ‘standard’ for simulations comparing muscles with equal proportions of contractile tissue and tendon: Angle at which movement begins = 130” Angle at which muscle is at Lo = 130”
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P, = 205 N (approximately = 20.5 kg wt.) a/P0 = @4 h = 3L,/sec I = 500 kg.cm’ Y = JO per ccnl. The values for the last five parameters approximate the conditions for a human forearm flexor (Stern, 1971). Figure 3 illustrates two important points: (1) At any given value of attachment ratio, the velocity of movement increases and the time elapsed decreases as the attachment distances. and thus the moment arm, become greater. Though not illustrated, this result is valid for any angle that velocity or time elapsed are measured. and for all modifications of the initial conditions that were tested (see below). Thus, wllerl comparirlg muscles that have the same proportion of contractile tissue. there are certain means of increasing the moment ark)1that alwa!a Icud to incrcused speed of movement. (2) The effect of altering attachment ratio when maximum attachment distance is held fixed. depends on the value of the latter. When neither attachment is very far from the joint [lower curves in Fig. 3(a), upper curves in Fig. 3(b)] the highest velocities and lowest elapsed timesare produced by muscles with attachment ratios approaching 1, thus with the highest moment arm possible for a given maximum attachment distance. As the latter moves further from the joint [upper curves in Fig. 3(a), lower curves in Fig. 3(b)] attachment ratios near 1 become progressively more disadvantageous with the result that an optimum attachment ratio greater than I obtains. For example, when the maximum attachment distance is 30 cm. the highest velocity at 90’ will result when the attachment ratio is near 6, thus when the minimum attachment distance is about 5 cm. Jf this insertiorl were further ,fiom the ,joint it would he detrimental to achieving high velocity and the same would be true ifit were closer. A similar optimum for least time elapsed to 45” exists for an attachment ratio near 5 (thus with a minimum attachment distance of about 6 cm). The value of the optimum attachment ratio depends both on the initial conditions of the simulation and the angle at which velocity and time are measured. Higher ratios (smaller moment arms) are,favored ,for movements cotrering a greater angular distance (Fig. 4). Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that, whereas the best muscle for moving the limb to 45” in the least amount of time requires nearly twice as long to do this as the best mucle for moving the limb to 90” demands for its task, the muscle ideal for producing high velocity at 45’ yields a speed only 20 per cent greater than produced at 90’ by the muscle ideal for that function. It is also true. though not illustrated here. that if any
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Fig. 3. (a) Each curve represents the plot of velocity when the angle between the bones is 90” against attachment ratio for standard muscles (see text) all with 40 per cent contractile tissue and with the maximum attachment distance indicated at the extreme right of the curve. It can be seen that at any given value of attachment ratio, the velocity of movement will increase if the maximum attachment distance, thus moment arm, increases. However, for any given maximum attachment distance, there is an optimum attachment ratio at which the velocity produced will be highest. This optimum ratio is less for muscles with smaller maximum attachment distances. (b) Each curve represents the plot of time elapsed to an angle between the bones of 45” against attachment ratio for standard muscles (see text) all with 40 per cent contractile tissue and the maximum attachment distance indicated at the extreme right of the curve. It can be seen that at any given attachment ratio, the time elapsed will decrease if the maximum attachment distance, thus moment arm, increases. However, for any given maximum attachment distance, there is an optimum attachment ratio at which the time elapsed is smallest. This optimum ratio is less for muscles with smaller maximum attachment distances.



muscle which has attachment sites optimum for producing high velocity at some given point in the movement tries to improve its performance by beginning the movement at a larger angle, the time required to reach the crucial point is increased proportionately more than is the velocity achieved at that point. Figure 4 illustrates yet a third, and very important finding: the optimum attachment ratio for achieving high velocity at any point in the movement is greater than that for bringing the limb to the same point in the shortest time. Thus, ifit be essential to achieve a certain movement in the least time, the ideal muscle should have a larger moment arm than if the major consideration were how fast the limb is travelling at the end of the movement. This distinction results from the fact that muscles with large moment arms produce high initial accelerations leading to high average velocities, whereas muscles with smaller moment arms produce lesser accelerations but of longer duration, eventually yielding greater speed. In fact, the muscle able to bring the moving segment to some position most quickly ceases producing acceleration substantially before this point is reached, whereas the muscle that results in the



highest velocity at that same position still possesses the ability to accelerate the limb further, though the magnitude of this acceleration has dropped to l/51/3 maximum. Roles of the length-tension and force-velocity ships in determining the general pattern



relation-



The mathematical model employed assumes that force produced by a muscle decreases as a function of its length and also as a function of the velocity of contraction. To isolate the effects of these two assumptions, simulations were run in which,(l) there was no decrement in force with length, though dependence on velocity persistea (2) there was no decline in force as speed increased, but dependence on length still held (the suggestion has been made, Granit (1970), that during less than maximal efforts the reflexes mediated by muscle spindles could act to overcome the force-velocity relationship by increasing activation as velocity of contraction becomes greater), and (3) force production was constant throughout the movement. Figure 5 presents the results of these tests compared to the presumably correct model.
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Fig. 4. Curves of velocity when the angle between the bones is 45” and 90”, and time elapsed to these angles plotted against attachment ratio for standard muscles (see text) all with 40 per cent contractile tissue and all with maximum attachment distance of 30 cm. It can be seen that larger attachment ratios, thus smaller moment arms, are favored for movements spanning a greater distance. Furthermore, the best muscle for producing high velocity after moving the greater distance yields a speed only 20 per cent larger than the best muscle for producing high velocity over the lesser distance. However. the muscle best suited for moving the limb the greater distance in the least time requires almost twice as long to effect its task than the best muscle for moving the limb the shorter distance.



It is clearly demonstrated that, obviously, if muscle force is constant throughout contraction, the muscle with the largest moment arm will produce the highest velocity in the shortest time. It is also shown that deviation from this state is dependent almost wholly on the force-velocity relationship. Comparison ofmuscles tile tissue



with the same length of contrac-



In the previous simulations, comparison has been made between muscles with different lengths of contractile tissue. But it can be argued convincingly that since changing this length alters the metabolic cost of maintaining the muscle, from the viewpoint of natural selection the only muscles that can be considered equal in all respects but sites of attachment are those that



* In cases where the hypothetical muscle attached so close to the joint that this amount of contractile tissue could not be encompassed between its attachments, it was assumed that the proportion of contractile tissue was 100 per cent.
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have the same length of contractile tissue. Figure 6 presents the results of simulations in which the length ofcontractile tissue for all compared muscles was either 13.37 cm (when examining velocity at 900) or 13.67 cm (when examining time elapsed to 45”)*. These values were chosen because they correspond to the amounts of contractile tissue in the best muscles judged from simulations with equal proportion of such tissue. The most striking finding seen in Fig. 6 is the complete negation of the previous observation that muscles with the same attachment ratio will produce faster and briefer movements as the attachment distances (thus moment arm) increase. It is now seen that with jxed length ofcontructilr tissue not only is there un optimum attachili~r2t ratio fir any maximum attachment &ram-e. hut dso an optimum maximum attachment distance ,for any ratio. Furthermore, if one compares muscles equal in all respects except sites of attachment for their ability to optimize some specific dynamic parameter (such as high velocity or least time elapsed), it is always found that there are any number of ways to dispose a fixed amount of contractile tissue about the joint so as to yield approximately the same dynamic results (remembering that effect of attachment site on I is ignored). For example, in the simulations presented in Fig. 6(a) for muscles all with 13.37 cm of contractile tissue and otherwise standard initial conditions, a muscle with maximum attachment distance of 14cm can. when operating at its optimum attachment ratio of 2.90. produce a velocity at 90” that is only 0.24 per cent less than that produced by a muscle with maximum attachment distance equal to 30 cm at its optimum ratio of 6.67. For the simulations presented in Fig. 6(b) in which the muscles all have 13.67 cm of contractile tissue and otherwise standard initial conditions, a muscle with maximum attachment distance of 14 cm can, when operating at its optimum attachment ratio of 2.43, bring the limb to 45” in a time merely 0.89 per cent longer than required by a muscle with a maximum attachment ratio of 30 cm operating at its optimum ratio of 5.92. The question arises: Is there any characteristic common to the various equivalent ways to organize a fixed amount of contractile tissue that could account for their dynamic similarity? The answer is a highly qualified yes. Examination of the best muscles in the simulations presented in Fig. 6(a) has shown that all the muscles very good for the production of high velocity at 90” have approximately the same moment arm when this is measured at 120”. In the simulations presented in Fig. 6(b), all the muscles very good for bringing the limb to 45” in a short time have approximately the same moment arm when this is measured at 120”. In fact it was found that for movements
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Fig. 5. Curves of velocity when the angle between the bones is 90” (a) and time elapsed when the angle between the bones is 45” (b) plotted against attachment ratio for standard muscles (see text) all with 40 per cent contractile tissue and maximum attachment distance of 30 cm, Four different assumptions concerning the determinant of force production during a contraction are compared: (I) that the force produced is constant and equal to P,,-0; (2) that the force produced declines only as the length-tension curve dictates-D; (3) that the force produced declines only as Hill’s equation dictates--$; (4) that the force produced declines as predicted by the length-modified version of Hill’s equation-o. It can be seen that dependence on velocity of contraction is almost wholly responsible for any deviation from the state in which muscles with the largest moment arms produce the fastest movement in the least



beginning anywhere between 170” and 110” and for velocity or time measured at either 90” or 45”, moment arm measured at 120” is a good predictor of speed or duration of movement for any given set of initial physiological conditions. Unfortunately, too much emphasis should not be placed on the fact that moment arm measured at 120 is a reasonable predictor of movement parameters. If. velocity or time elapsed had been evaluated at 0” instead of 90” or 45”, the best predictor of speed is the moment arm measured at 80” and that for time elapsed is the moment arm measured at 100”. Furthermore, if the movements are allowed to begin at less than llo”, in order to achieve good correlation between moment arm and movement parameters, the former would have to be measured at values less than 120” between the bones. This merely stresses once again the difficulty of trying to investigate speed of movement as a function of something as complicated as moment arm. However, the fact that for a wide range of beginning angles. velocity at 90” or 45” and time elapsed to these angles can be predicted moderately well by moment arm measured at 120”, enables us to use this as a convenient way to compare the effect of different initial conditions on the simulated system without reproducing a large



number of graphs such as those in Fig. 6. The general nature of the conclusions drawn will not be affected by availing ourselves of this convenience. Table 2 presents the optimum moment arms (measured at 120”), the relative velocities, and the relative elapsed times for muscles under a wide variety of initial conditidns. (It should be mentioned that the values for relative velocity or time do not depend on the concept of optimum moment arm). The ‘standard’ condition is the same as for simulations with fixed proportion of contractile tissue, except that instead of a fixed proportion of 40 per cent there is a constant length of 13.67 cm. Effect ofaltering



the value of a



Hill’s ‘constant’ a is in some way a measure of the energy expended by muscle not’ convertible into useful work. It is proportional to the cross-section, as is PO. Table 2 presents the results of doubling and halving the vaiue ofa from its standard which equals 0,4Po. As a is decreased without changing PO. muscles with greater moment arms are favored and they are able to produce higher velocity movements or movements in shorter times. Two-fold changes in the value of a/P,, do not produce changes of two-fold magnitude in the optimum moment arm or in the movement parameters. Effect ofaltering



the value of b Hill’s constant b is related to the maximum speed of shortening of a muscle and therefore to its length. As b is in-
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Fig. 6. (a) Each curve represents the plot of velocity when the angle between the bones is 90’ against attachment ratio for standard muscles (see text) all with 13.37 cm of contractile tissue and with the maximum attachment distance indicated at the extreme right of the curve. It can be seen that not only is there an optimum attachment ratio for any given maximum attachment distance, but, unlike what occurs in simulations with fixed proportion of contractile tissue. there is also an optimum maximum attachment distance for any given ratio. Furthermore, there are any number of ways to arrange 13.37 cm of contractile tissue and still obtain nearly the same velocity of movement. As a first approximation, all the best ways to arrange the tissue have almost the same moment arm when this is measured at an angle between the bones of 120”. The value of this optimum moment arm for the initial conditions represented here is 3.6 cm. (b) Each curve represents the plot of time elapsed tihen the angle between the bones is 45” against attachment ratio for standard muscles (see text) all with 13.67 cm ofcontractile tissue and with maximum attachment distance indicated at the extreme right of the curve. It can be seen that not only is there an optimum attachment ratio for any given maximum attachment distance, but. unlike what occurs in simulations with fixed proportion of contractile tissue, there is also an optimum maximum attachment distance for any given ratio. Furthermore, there are any number of ways to arrange 13.67 cm of contractile tissue and still obtain nearly the same small time elapsed for a given movement. As a first approximation, all the best ways to arrange tissue have almost the same moment arm when this is measured at an angle between the bones of 120’. The value of this optimum arm for the initial conditions represented here is 4,Ocm.



creased without changing length (thus as maximum velocity of contraction expressed in L,/sec becomes greater), muscles with larger moment armsare favored and they are able to produce higher velocities or to effect movements in shorter times. Changes in h have a greater effect than changes of the same relative magnitude in a, but still a two-fold variation in h does not result in changes of this same magnitude in either optimum moment arm or movement parameters. i?ffict of changing force (P,) of muscle or moment of inertia of limb (I) Increasing PO without changing a/PO is equivalent to decreasing the moment of inertia of the moving segment by the * Hill’s equation would predict that a muscle possessing half the strength of a second muscle. but with twice the moment arm and twice the length of contractile tissue should be equivalent to it. Presumably the slight difference between this prediction and what is observed here, where an increase in moment arm somewhat less than two-fold produced equivalency, is due to the fact that the length-tension relationship is accounted for in these simulations.



same proportion. Either alteration favors muscles with lower moment arms, but enables them to produce substantially higher velocities or ef?cct movements in less time. Here again. two-fold changes in PO or I have effects of lesser magnitude on optimum moment arm or movement parameters. Effect of altrriny the length (Lo) qf contractile



tissue



Longer contractile tissue favors higher moment arms and enables production of greater velocities of movement or the accomplishment of a movement in less time. The effect on movement parameters of doubling the length of contractile tissue is almost the same as doubling the force.* Increasing the length of the tissue affects velocity more than time elapsed. but in neither case is the change in movement parameter proportionately as large as the change in the muscle. Effect ofchanging



the angle at which movement begins



Simulations were performed of movements angles other than 130”. In some instances assumed to be at optimum length at the angle. in other cases Lo was set to remain at dard initial conditions) independent of the



that began at the muscle was new beginning 130” (as in stanangle at which
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Table 2. The effect of different



Conditions



initial conditions



on ideal attachments



of movement



Parameter value (velocity or time elapsed) measurement at different angles cj; of standard)



Optimum moment arm (cm) (measured at 120”)



of simulation



and dynamics



v 90 3.63



T 90



v 45 2.14



T 45 4.01



v 90 100



v 45 100



T 90



6.33



100



l- 45 100



2.59 3.63 4.38



4.37 6.33 8.45



1.85 2.14 2.37



2.87 4.01 5.17



88 100 109



90 100 106



115 100 91



113 100 92



246 3.63 4.55



434 6.33 9.15



1.78 2.14 2.45



2.80 4.01 5.82



81 100 121



83 100 115



123 100 82



121 100 84



3.02 3.63 4.14



5.21 6.33 7.61



1.97 2.14 2.34



3.34 4.01 4.84



127 100 78



130 100 76



78 100 128



78 100 130



3.63 4.84 5.87 6.84



6.33 8.44 10.39 12.24



2.14 3.02 3.82 *



4.01 5.36 6.57 7.64



100 115 127 137



100 117 130 *



100 87 79 73



100 86 78 72



454 3.63 3.15 2.94



7.36 6.33 7.28 13.38



2.56 2.14 1.93 1.87



3.95 4.01 4.93 9.25



81 100 111 116



94 100 104 106



61 100 138 186



80 100 122 152



BDEG = 140” BDEG = 150



3.87 3.68 3.63 3.61 3.61



5.21 5.61 6.33 6.90 745



2.12 2.13 214 2.15 2.16



3.12 3.50 4.01 4.67 535



77 90 100 108 114



90 95 100 104 107



66 84 100 117 136



86 92 100 108 118



Opposing torque = 1.75 Nm Opposing torque = 0,875 Nm Standard Assisting torque = 0,875 Nm Assisting torque = 1.75 Nm



3.92 3.83 3.63 3.47 3.36



6.05 6.15 6.33 6.41 6.54



2.24 2.18 2.14 2.11 2.08



3.34 3.65 4.01 4.32 4.55



79 90 100 110 119



67 84 100 114 127



117 108 100 94 88



132 113 100 91 84



3.62 3.61 3.61 3.61



6.13 5.95 5.85 5.71



2.11 2.09 2.07 2.05



3.62 3.33 3.11 3.00



94 89 84 80



88 78 70 64



103 105 108 110



106 112 118 123



Standard



2a Standard Q fb Standard



2b ?P,,2a(=+I) Standard +P,,fa(=2i) Standard 1.5 Lo



2.0Lo 2.5 Lo BDEG = llO",RDEG= 110” Standard



BDEG BDEG BDEG BDEG



= = = =



150”. RDEG = 150” 170”, RDEG = 170 110” 120



Standard



Opposing Opposing Opposing Opposing



torque torque torque torque



= = = =



0.00925 0.01850 0.02775 0.03700



i’ i2 jl* tr’



Nm Nm Nm Nm



C’ 90 signifies velocity at 90”, T 90 signifies time required to reach 90” and so forth for V 45 and T 45. BDEG signifies angle at which movement began. RDEG signifies angle at which muscle is at optimum iength.



movement started. Since the velocity and duration of movement were still measured at 90” and 45”. comparisons of movements that begin at different angles will be affected by the fact that those which span greater angular distances will for this reason alone tend to have lower optimum moment arms. As the angle where movement begins increases, smaller moment arms seem to be favored for the production of high velocity (Table 2). However, this effect is due solely to the greater distance spanned by such movements. Closer examination reveals that the decrease in favored moment arm is actually less than would be dictated by the greater distance, and thus that starting movement at a more obtuse angle must impose an overlapping requirement for a greater moment arm. This is best illustrated by comparing the opti-



mum moment arm for velocity at 90” when movement begins at 170” with the optimum moment arm for velocity at 45” when the movement begins at 130”. These two movements span nearly the same distance. Table 2 also shows that the relative effect of spanning greater distance is less when muscles are compared that have L, all at 130”. In fact, in this case, when velocity at 45” is considered, the distance effect is overshadowed by the advantage of having larger moment arms when the movement begins at larger angles. As the angle at which movement begins increases, larger moment arms are favored for production of movements in the least time. Under these circumstances, the effect of altering the beginning angle far outweighs that ofconstraining the movement to span a greater distance (except for the one case where time elapsed to 90” is evaluated for muscle that both
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began movement and possessed optimum length at 110”). Again. the effect of distance spanned to favor lower moment arms is less for movements in which the compared muscles all had L,, at the same angle. The above results indicate that when muscles are to be designed for acting on nearly extended limb segments, there is a very great difference in optimum moment arm for those best suited for producing high velocity at some given point in the movement and those ideal for reaching that point in the least time. The fact that the actual amount of time required to effect movement is more greatly altered than is the speed by changes in beginning angle is largely a reflection of the influence of increased distance spanned (see above).



Simulations in wh&h the action of the hypothetical muscle was opposed or aided by a constant external torque or opposed by a torque proportional to the square of the velocity of movement were also performed and the results presented in Table 2. If a muscle must counter the effect of a constant opposing torque and if high velocity at some point in the movement is required. the muscle will perform best if there is an increase in its moment arm (over what would be ideal against no resistance) enabling it to exert a greater torque. On the other hand. if the requirement is to arrive at a certain position in the least time, the muscle will do better to lessen its moment arm so as to provide less torque but for longer duration. When the movement is not opposed by a constant torque but by one that depends on speed of movement. such as fluid resistance, the ideal muscle for high velocity should have a slightly smaller moment arm than would be best if no resistance occurred. For effecting movements in the least time against a velocity-dependent opposing torque. the optimum moment arm is somewhat more reduced below the unopposed ideal. Here it appears that the duration of muscle action is more important than exerted moment in determining the response to a resistance.



Several simulations were run in which the level of activation (LJ)was allowed to decline linearly, as a function of either angular distance moved or time elapsed, from a maximum at the beginning of contraction. The results are predictable and need not be discussed in detail. A declining level of activation places a disadvantage on muscles that rely on an extended duration of force production to accomplish their goals, i.e. muscles with small moment arms. Thus, the optimum moment arm for either least time elapsed or highest velocity is increased, and the effect is greater when high velocity is the prime consideration. For example, under standard initial conditions, when the level of activation declines from 1 at the beginning of movement to 0 at 85’, the optimum moment arm for least time elapsed to 90” increases from 6.33 to 6.63 cm, whereas the optimum moment arm for high velocity at 90” increases from 3.63 to 4.36 cm. Furthermore, the magnitude of the achieved velocity is reduced by a greater percentage than that by which the elapsed time is ele-



vated. Aside from these effects, declining does not alter the pattern observed.



activation



Power In the literature one frequently finds statements that certain muscles seem to be designed for high power outputs. The power production of each simulated musUe for movement to 9O”and 45” has been calculated using the velocity at these angles (from which can be calculated the kinetic energy) and the time elapsed when they were reached. If an opposing oi assisting constant torque also operated, the work that it does was added to or subtracted from (respectively) the kinetic energy. It is found that the ideal muscle for power output up to an angle between the bones of 90’ should have a moment arm approximately 15 per cent larger than the ideal muscle for achieving high velocity at this point. This value of 15 per cent is rather consistent regardless of the initial conditions of the simulation. The muscle producing the maximum power output to 45’ should have a moment arm about 10 per cent greater than the best muscle for high velocity at this point in the movement. Again, the figure of loper cent is quite consistent and independent of initial conditions.



DISCUSSION



The basic premise of this study is that the physiological attributes of muscle play a significant rble in determining the nature of the movement produced. A mathematical model designed to reflect as faithfully as possible current knowledge of muscle physiology was applied to investigate the relationship between the dynamic parameters (velocity and duration) of movement and sites of muscular attachment. The geometry of the bone-muscle system has led several authors to conclude that I~NI\CILYattaching close to joints are designed to produce speed of movement. The results presented above, deriving from an analysis of a simplified system, indicate that indeed when high velocity of movement is essential. it is often best to employ a muscle that attaches relatively near to the joint. However, this statement alone will lead to an imperfect appreciation of muscle organization unless certain additional findings are also taken into consideration. When muscles with the same proportion of contractile tissue and tendon are compared. there are ways of increasing the moment arm that always lead to higher velocity of movements or to the ability to bring about a movement in shorter times. Furthermore, when the maximum attachment distance is kept constant. there is an optimum moment arm such that muscles attaching either further from or closer to the
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joint will be of lesser dynamic ability. The existence of an optimum moment arm characterizes all comparisons between physiologically identical muscles with the same length of contractile tissue. Thus, though it is often true that a muscle with a relatively small moment arm is best designed for fast movements, it is not true that progressive shift of insertion towards a joint will improve this ability. A very important result of the analysis presented here (seen clearly in Table 2) is that a muscle ideally suited to produce high velocity of movement at a certain position of the limb is not best designed to bring the limb to this position most quickly. Always, larger moment arms are favored for movements that are to be accomplished in the least time. This results from the fact that the requirement for movements of short duration is high average velocity, which is best accomplished by initial high acceleration as is effected by muscles with quite large moment arms. On the other hand, in order to produce a high velocity at some point in the movement. it is best to have a somewhat lower acceleration operate over a longer period of time, thus to have a muscle that attaches close enough to the joint to be able to produce force even while the limb segment is moving rapidly. Further, the results indicate that these muscles which are ideally suited for producing high velocity at some determined position retain their ability to supply further torque at this point whereas those muscles designed to bring the limb to the same position most quickly are forced to contract so rapidly when the position is reached that they can no longer exert force. In general, regardless of the conditions of movement, maximum power output is best met by muscles with slightly greater moment arms than are ideal for high velocity. The predictions of the model concerning the relationship between the dynamics of movement and sites of muscular attachment could be tested by experiment. However, one might also hope that the muscles of living organisms would be organized in a manner interpretable by the model. In particular, we might begin by asking whether or not some muscles are disposed about joints so as to perform movements in a short



time whereas others are better suited to produce high velocity. In our inquiry we must keep in mind that there are several factors that will tend to limit the correspondence between prediction and observation even ‘if the model used here were free of error. First, the model predicts only the muscle pattern ideal for certain dynamic requirements. In reality, muscles may be forced to compromise between demands for speed or rapidity and those for generating forces in static activities or for behaving as elements that can resist lengthening in a controlled manner. Second, the model as it stands considers a simplified one muscle system. One can readily imagine that when more than one muscle move a joint, some will be organized to provide large accelerations early in the movementand others to be able to continue acceleration throughout the later stages*. Similar reasoning might explain the fan-shaped structure of some muscles which imparts to certain portions large moment arms and to other segments small ones. Thirdly, we lack knowledge of the physiological attributes of most nearly every vertebrate muscle and thus we have no way of allowing for differences in this regard. Finally, the actual physical requirements for velocity, time, or power in different kinds of locomotion are to the major extent unknown. In effect, there are not adequate observations against which to test the predictions. The only locomotor system that I have been able to identify with reasonable confidence as being designed to a large extent for meeting dynamic requirements and which is relatively simple and sufficiently well understood to lend itself to comparison with the model is mammalian running. The ability to run rapidly and efficiently is so very important to certain mammals that one must expect the muscles of the limbs to be disposed in a manner best suited for producing locomotor speed and economy. The maximum speed at which an animal can run occurs when the forward propulsion exerted by the limbs pushing on the ground cannot be made to exceed the retarding forces exerted by air resistance and by the limbs as they first contact the substrate (Cavagna et al., 1971). Gray (1956) has pointed out that in order for an animal to minimize the resistance to movement generated by footfall, the limb must be accelerated so that, upon touching the ground, * Tn analyzing the hindlimb retractors of the marten, the foot has a backward velocity relative to the trunk Smith and Savage (1955) concluded that the gluteus medius, equalling the latter’s forward speed. Once the limb is with a very small moment arm. is adapted for rapid moveon the ground, it must continue its high backward velment, whereas muscles arising from the ischium, and thus ocity and in addition provide the acceleration necesshaving larger leverages, produce powerful but relatively slower movement. However, these authors also note that the ary to overcome air resistance and any retarding effect Tatter muscles might be valuable for the early stages of of footfall if the early phase of retraction were not retraction to overcome resistance (presumably they mean ideal. Of course, this high velocity must be attained in inertia), while toward the end of the stroke the gluteus a finite time so that if, as predicted here, there is a medius provides greater speed.



Computer modelling of gross muscle dynamics dichotomy between muscles best suited for high velocity and those ideal for least time elapsed, the retractors might be forced to assume some compromise state. The recovery stroke of the running cycle is clearly subject to different demands than the propulsive effort. It is necessary that the limb be brought forward as quickly as possible. There is no need either for a high velocity at some point in the recovery movement. or for the muscles protracting the limb to be capable of further acceleration near the end of the swing.



*Although the argument presented here has been couched in terms of maximum speed of running, it ought to hold if efficiency is the prime concern. Even when operating at a lower level of excitation, muscle obeys a hyperbolic forceevelocity curve. In order to achieve a given requisite velocity (or given duration) of movement for the minimum amount of excitation, there will be an optimum disposition of muscles about the limb differing from that predicted on the basis of maximal activation in that a muscle operating at some lower level behaves as if it were of lesser physiological cross-section, i.e. both (I and PO decrease proportionate to one another.



The different requirements of the propulsive and recovery strokes in mammalian running suggest that, within the limitations discussed above. the retractors and protractors ought to be differently disposed around the joint axis.* That is, the protractors would be predicted to have larger moment arms than the retractors (though certainly there are possible differences in physiological parameters, and known differences in the moment of inertia of the limb during the two phases of the cycle, that could negate this expectation). That the predicted disposition is indeed what occurs is demonstrated by the muscles about the hip and shoulder in the horse and other cursorial ungulates. Figure 7 shows a lateral view of the skeleton of a horse onto which have been drawn the lines of action of the major retractors and protractors of the limbs. The retractors of the hindlimb all have relatively small moment arms whereas the tensor fasciae latae, suggested to be the muscle chiefly responsible for initiating protraction (Stillman, 1882) has a moment arm much greater than any retractor. This large moment arm is a reflection of the great length of the ilium, and
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Fig. 7. The outline of the skeleton of a horse (after Ellenberger and Baum, 190X) onto which have been drawn the lines of action of the major protractors (underlined) and retractors of the limbs. The axis of movement of the hindlimb is the hip joint; the protractors have larger moment arms about this axis than do the retractors. The axis of movement of the forelimb is a point at the junction of the dorsal f and ventral a of the scapula. The protractors have moment arms about this axis as large as possible without major reconstruction of equine anatomy. This is not the case for the retractors, the moment arms of which are slightly smaller by comparison. Since it is likely that the only requirement for protraction is that it be accomplished in the least time, whereas retraction must yield a high velocity of backward movement upon footfall and subsequently provide additional acceleration. the diposition of the protractors and retractors ought to differ in the way observed if the model employed here is correct. See text for further discussion.
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it has been pointed out by Smith and Savage (1955) snouted crocodiles have accentuated the adductor with that increase in the length, of ilium relative to ischium the largest leverage in order to meet the need for generis a trait of cursorial forms. The present work suggests ating large biting forces that will kill and crush prey; that this trait may be a result of selection for retractors in the long-snouted crocodiles, it is rapid closure of the with moment arms optimum for high velocity and jaw for the purpose of seizing small but swiftly moving enduring acceleration, and for protractors with large prey that is important and has thus led to selection for moment arms suitable for effecting recovery of the predominance of a muscle with a smaller moment arm. limb in the shortest time. Iordansky did not discuss why the muscle chosen for Some cursorial mammals, notably felids and canids, rapid closure has the second largest moment arm of all are not characterized by a distinction between hindthe adductors when his reasoning would seem to suglimb protractor and retractor leverages. However, gest that one of the adductors inserting very close to unlike ungulates, carnivores employ flexion and exten- the joint ought to be best suited for enabling the seizure sion of the spine to assist, respectively, recovery of and of quick prey. propulsion by the hindlimbs (Hildebrand, 1959, 1960). The model employed here does explain the shift Interestingly, the chief spinal extensors have substanfrom pterygoideus anterior to adductor externus protially smaller moment arms than the abdominal fundus as rapidity of closure becomes essential and muscles which aid protraction. further it predicts that the closing muscle should still The hindlimb of the horse also illustrates that there have a relatively large moment arm. Let us view the is an optimum moment arm for speed of movement, as two muscles as the equivalent of one with an intermeopposed to a necessary improvement in dynamic abilidiate moment arm operating in some generalized form ties as a muscle insertion moves closer to a joint. The at its optimum. Then, if augmented crushing force gluteus medius attaches quite near the hip joint in the should become advantageous, it would be best to inhorse and consequently has been identified (Smith and crease the bulk of the muscle and move its attachment further from the jaw joint, i.e. the pterygoideus anterior Savage, 1955) as the retractor best adapted for rapid movement. But, the greater trochanter of the horse is would increase in size. On the other hand, if duration of closure were paramount, it would still be valuable relatively longer than in most mammals, indicating that even here, when a muscle may be designed to take to increase contractile force, but having done so, the over retraction after the limb has already been acceler- optimum moment arm will now be shifted nearer to ated to a substantial degree, natural selection has led the joint than was previously the case (see Table 2). not to a decrease, but to an increase in moment arm Since increasing the force of a muscle causes the optimum moment arm to become smaller, it would be best for the purpose of achieving high velocity. to select for the increased strength in that portion of A consideration of the muscles moving the forelimb of the horse leads to the conclusion that the two chief the muscle which had the lesser leverage, i.e. the adducprotractors, brachiocephalicus and anterior super- tor externus profundus. If yet further selection for rapidity of jaw closure ficial pectoralis, attach about as far from the axis of were to occur by additional augmentation of the size rotation (at the junction of the dorsal l/4 and ventral 3/4 of the scapula, Stillman, 1882; Frandson, 1965) as of the adductor externus profundus, then even its attachment might be shifted toward the joint. Indeed, is feasible without major alteration of equine anatomy this is what occurs in the longest-snouted forms (Ioror transfer of insertions that would lead to undesired actions on other body segments. The retractors of the dansky, 1964). Adductors attaching quite close to the forelimb have lesser moment arms. which seemingly jaw joint should not be, and are not, involved in the could be increased by natural selection if this were ad- changes leading to rapid closure. Movements of the wings in birds and bats would vantageous. Other systems less well understood have also been also seem ripe for comparisons with the predictions of considered as possibilities against which the model can the model. Unfortunately, birds do not present a sufficiently simple system. In different circumstances of be tested. In crocodiles there are a number of adducflight, and in some birds more than others, either elevators of the lower jaw, with the pterygoideus anterior tion or depression (or both) of the wings may provide having the largest moment arm and the adductor externus profundus the next largest (Iordansky. 1964). lift and propulsion (Brown, 1953, 1963). In slow flapThe size of these two muscles is said to be inversely ping flight, raising the wings may be accomplished by aerodynamic lift instead of muscular effort (Brown, correlated, with the former being bulkiest in crocodiles 1953). Such factors make it nearly impossible to preattacking large prey and the latter being most substantial in long-snouted forms that live entirely on fish. Ior- dict different muscular dispositions for the elevators dansky (1964) interprets the situation as follows; short- and depressors of the wing. Furthermore, the supra-
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Fig. 8. Cranial view of the upper limb girdle and proximal humerus of the bat (after Altenbach, 1971) with lines ofactions of the major elevators and depressors of the wing. The acromiodeltoideus and supraspinatus, which elevate the humerus on the scapula, possess smaller moment arms for their task than the spinotrapezius and acromiotrapezius for rotation of the scapula-humerus unit about the clavicle. These last muscles, and the clavotrapezius. have even larger moment arms for rotation of the entire upper limb at the manubrio-clavicular joint. The pectoralis and subscapularis have small moment arms for depression of the wing at the gleno-humeral joint. The former muscle has a slightly larger leverage for ventral rotation of the scapula-humerus unit at its Joint with the clavicle. but a small moment arm for moving the upper limb as a whole around the manubrioPclavicular joint. However, the posterior division of the serratus anterior has a large moment arm for this last action. This tendency of muscles that produce movement about more proximal joints to have larger moment arms is predicted by the model analysed here as a result of increasing moment of inertia of the moving segment about medially lying axes of rotation. M = manubrium; S = scapula, H = humerus: C = clavicle.



coracoideus (the chief elevator) is much more highly pinnate than the major depressor and the model presented here does not allow for such differences. Analysis of wing movements in the bat entails similar problems, but since motion of the wing involves three joints. it lends itself to predictions from a different aspect of the model. Elevation and depression of the wing of the bat occurs about the glens-humeral joint, where movement is quite restricted (Vaughan, 1959: Altenbach, 1971). and also at the claviculo-scapular and sternoclavicular joints which lie progressively more medially (Fig. 8). Movement of the wing requires overcoming inertia and drag. The effect of drag on movement about more proximal joints should increase approximately as the linear distance from the center of drag to the joint. On the other hand, the moment of inertia increases as the square of the radius of gyration. Thus. if distal segments of the limb move as a unit about progressively more proximal joints, the effect of increased moment of inertia ought to predominate and the muscles moving the wing about the proximal joints should have larger moment arms (see Table 2). Figure 8 demonstrates that this is the case. The importance of the model developed here is by no means restricted to its possible value in predicting the disposition of muscles with regard to adaptations



for speed of movement. For example, the finding that a muscle with twice the length but not quite twice the moment arm should be dynamically equivalent to a second muscle that can exert double the force. would seem to suggest that the former might be selectively advantageous by virtue of the fact that it may have reduced bending action on bones. The fact that duration of movement is more altered than velocity by increasing the distance spanned may have some bearing on determining the maximum possible arc of swing during oscillatory movements such as running. Furthermore, the model makes predictions concerning the relative magnitude of changes in movement parameters as a result of physiological alterations in the muscles or variations in the inertia of the moving segment. This. and similar kinds of information not easily determinable by experimental means, are vital to the interpretation of muscle function from either the evolutionary or clinical points of view. Hopefully the model presented and its future modifications can provide a foundation for such interpretation.



SUMMARY Based on the premise that the physiological attributes of muscle must play an important r61e in determining its dynamic functions in the body, an attempt
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has been made to integrate mechanics and physiology into a mathematical model that, when used in conjunction with a digital computer, allows one to simulate the movement of a limb under the action of an idealized muscle. This method of analysis has been used to investigate the suggested dichotomy between adaptation for speed or strength in the disposition of muscles about joints. The results indicate that when muscles with the same proportion of contractile tissue and tendon are compared to one another, there are ways of increasing the moment arm that will always lead to higher velocity of movement or the ability to bring about a movement in a shorter time. However, there are other ways of altering the moment arm that lead to decreased dynamic abilities when the leverage is either raised above or dropped below an optimum value. The existence of an optimum moment arm characterizes all comparisons between physiologically identical muscles with the same length of contractile tissue. Finally, with respect to this problem, it was found that muscles ideal for bringing the limb to a certain position in the least time have substantially larger moment arms than muscles best designed for achieving high velocity of movement at that same position. These results were compared to the disposition of muscles in living organisms and it was seen that the predictions of the model are in accord with observed anatomy. In addition to its application to the above problem, the model makes a number of predictions that are not easily tested but, if valid, are significant for functional anatomy. These are: (1) That a muscle ideal for maximum power output should have a slightly larger moment arm than one best suited for producing high velocity of movement. (2) That decrease in the values of Hill’s constant a or isometric force P,, and increase in values of Hill’s constant b. moment of inertia of the moving segment, or length of contractile tissue all favor larger moment arms; the magnitude of this effect and of the effects on movement parameters are discussed. (3) That increasing the arc of movement causes the duration of the movement to become proportionately greater than the velocity attained. (4) That one muscle which is twice as long but half as strong as a second muscle needs a moment arm slightly less than twice that of the second muscle in order to achieve dynamic equivalence. Acknowledgemrnts--I wish to extend my gratitude to Drs. Donald Fischman, James Hopson, Charles Oxnard. Leonard Radinsky. Ronald Singer and D. R. Wilkie for reading and offering their very helpful comments on the manuscript. to Ms. Terri Krupa for typing the text. and to Miriam Stern for preparation of the figures. The research was supported by a Schweppe Foundation Research Fel-
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distance from joint to the furthest site of muscle attachment (maximum attachment distance) level of activation of the muscle (ranging from 0 to 1) moment arm of the muscle measured at G(~ moment of inertia of the moving limb segment b expressed in L,/sec Ai/@ + Cl Ki when xi is such that contractile tissue is at Lo
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a % B b



the straight-line distance from 1 muscle attachment to the other at cli constant in Hill’s equation angle between bones distance from joint to the nearest site of muscle attachment (minimum attachment distance) constant in Hill’s equation



length of contractile tissue at which active isometric force is maximum force exerted by muscle isometric force of muscle at Lo isometric force of muscle at some length other than LO velocity of contraction of muscle fraction of Ai devoted to contractile tissue when joint is positioned so that contractile tissue is at L,,,
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